
The Einhell TE-MG 12/1 Li (1x2.0 Ah) gets jobs done quickly & effortlessly, be it sanding, sawing or scraping. The quick release enables accessories to

be changed without tools, while the speed electronics let it be adjusted to the particular material/application. For safety there is a soft grip. The

oscillation decoupled battery uptake also contributes to a comfortable handling. The 12-pin tool fixation allow the accessories to be positioned with

flexibility. Complete with 1 delta sanding plate, 6 sheets of abrasive paper (2*P60/2*P80/2*P120), 1 scraper, 1 plunge-cut blade (HCS) for wood/plastic,

1 segment saw blade (HSS) addtionally for soft metal. Supplied with 45 min charger/2.0 Ah battery in a storage carton with magnetic lock.

Cordless Multifunctional Tool

TE-MG 12/1 Li (1x2,0Ah)
Item No.: 4465180

Ident No.: 11029

Bar Code: 4006825630336

Features & Benefits
Quick release for toolless change of equipment-

Speed electronics for material and application suitable working-

Oscillation decoupled battery uptake for reduction of vibration-

Safe and pleasant working thanks to the soft grip-

12-pin tool fixation for flexible positioning of equipment-

Incl. triangular grinding/sanding plate-

Incl. 6x grinding/sanding paper (2*P60/2*P80/2*P120)-

Incl. scraper-

Incl. plunge-cut saw blade for wood and plastic (HCS)-

Incl. segment saw blade for wood, plastic and soft metal (HSS)-

Incl. 45min charger and 1x 2,0 Ah battery-

Supplied in practical storage carton with magnetic lock-

Technical Data
- Accumulator 12 V  |  2 Ah  |  Li-Ion

- Number of accumulators 1 Pieces

- Charging time 45min

- Oscillating speed 10000-33000 min^-1

- No load speed 5000 - 16500 min^-1

- Angle of oscillation 2.8 °

- Sandpaper size 93  x  93  x  93 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.02 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 2.0776 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 243 x 78 x 320 mm

- Pieces per export carton 6 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 14.8 kg

- Dimensions export carton 505 x 335 x 290 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 3420 | 7092 | 8316
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Available as special accessories

Power Charger 12V
Power Tools Accessory
Item No.: 4512078
Bar Code: 4006825635621
Einhell Accessory

12V 2,0Ah Li-Battery
Battery
Item No.: 4511472
Bar Code: 4006825634655
Einhell Accessory
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